Year 5 Curriculum: Rain, Steam and Speed
Art & DT

English






We will continue reading
books which we enjoy and
talking about the themes in
the books. The Train to
Impossible Places by P. G.
Bell, Rain Player by David
Wisniewski, A Star Like
Jesse Owens by Nikki
Shannon Smith.
What are the features of
persuasive writing? (focus
on railways and HS2 high
speed train project).
For more info on objectives
see jigsaw below.







How does the use of drama
techniques improve the quality
of our writing?
Should we have closed the
railway system on the Isle of
Wight. Write a letter to you
local MP to persuade them that
it was a good/bad idea.
Who were the Railway
Children?
Why are some stories written a
long time ago still relevant
today?







What are the fastest animals
in the world. How about
modes of transport. Write a
fact file about one of these.
‘Bringing the Rain to Kapiti
Plain’ is a tale from Kenya,
Africa. Can you write a
picture book in a similar
style?

You discover you have a super
power, one that makes you do
one thing really quickly. What
super power is it? Write a diary
about having your super power.








Use of ‘White Rose’ maths
scheme and ‘Chris Quigley’
Mastery problems.
How can we multiply up to
four digit numbers by up to
two digit numbers?
How can we divide up to four
digit numbers by up to two
digit numbers?
How can we find and compare
fractions?
How do we find equivalent
fractions?




















How was steam used to power engines?
At what temperature does water need to be at
to create steam? Can you have hot and cold
steam? Why is this?
Can we identify the effects of air resistance,
water resistance and friction that act between
moving surfaces?
Water is used to create electricity or power
machinery, how does this work? How have the
uses for water in this way changed over time?
Sir Isaac newton was an important scientist,
Why?
Water has been found on the moon, why is this
important?





How can we
convert
percentages into
fractions and
decimals?
How can we
measure the speed
of light or sound?
How long would it
take to travel
around the world,
to the moon, mars,
the sun? Convert

Music







Can we use industrial sounds to make musical
compositions?
Sing Up! How does singing make us feel?
Compose music to make you think of the journey of water
from spring to ocean. What would it be like at different
parts of that journey? How could you change the tempo
of the music to show this?
There are many songs about water why do you think this
is?
When you listen to the sound of the train on a track it
sounds a little like music. Why do you think this is? Are
there any songs that use the sound of the train for the
rhythm of a song?

Can you create a chalk pastel illustration in the
style of J.M.W. Turner?
Industry changed the landscape of Britain. Can
we combine natural and man-made objects to
create landscape imagery?
Can we reimagine 20th century British Railway
Posters to reflect the modern day?
How are cars powered and are there more
efficient or sustainable solutions?
If you were an engineer what would you do?






Diversity and Equality



How can we add and subtract
fractions?
How can we solve problems
using fractions?
Can we use decimals with up to
two decimal places?
Can we understand and use
thousandths?
Can we convert decimals into
fractions?
Can we round, order and
compare decimals?

Science







Mathematics




Computing




Geography


How have different cultures throughout the
world contributed to social, technological and
industrial advancements?
Who was Jesse Owens? What made him
special?
What was the underground railroad and why
was it so important?
Who is Emily Roebling? Why is she
important?







History





How did the introduction of the steam railway
and the industrial revolution change the Isle of
Wight?
Who was Isambard Kingdom Brunel? Why was he
an important figure with regards to the way we
travel?
As the world has changed through time has life
got quicker? If so why? Is this always a good
thing?
What was the ‘Princess flying Boat’ and how was
it synonymous with the Isle of Wight.

Physical







How did the invention of the steam train, the
steam boat and the car change the way people live
and trade?
How do countries with extreme weather adapt?
Where did the ‘Rainforest’ get it’s name? Why is the
rainforest so important to the world’s eco system?
Rivers are an important feature of the land. How do
they start? Where do they go to?
What is coal, why was it important? Is it still important
now?

Languages –
Latin and Spanish or French




Education

How will you improve your own performance in
the Golden mile and daily personal challenges?
PE Curriculum: Invasion Games (core skills into
game play).
Sports hall athletics: How will you develop your
performance in running, throwing and jumping?
Who are you role models in sport and why?
Perform action content with commitment within
school performance.

How has Information Technology changed the
way the world works around us?
How does the internet work? Why have internet
speeds had to increase?
Using the ‘Stop Motion’ app can you create a
small video showing how the water cycle works?
How long does it take an email to reach the other
side of the world? How quick is this? How does it
work?

How has Latin influenced our modern language?
How has travel influenced our use of language
and attitudes towards other languages?
Are there any similarities in the words linked with
water in other languages?

Religious

Education
Including PSHE







How do nature and the weather feature in
religion?
Is it always good to live life at 100 mph? Why do we
sometimes need to slow down and reflect?
What are sacred places of worship for different
religions?
Is Easter just a Christian celebration? Do other
religions have similar celebrations to Easter?
What is our Trick Box trick this week?

